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The Divine Guidance
(2:120~

"Say: The guidance ofAllah. that Is indeed. the (true) guidance." •

(24:35)
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"Allah Is the light of the heavens and the earth".

Allah commands the affairs of the universe by proViding guidance to llvlng as well
as non-lJving objects. From the minutest subatomic particles to the largest stars In the
universe are all under His control. This control Is exercised by means of a set of laws.
These laws are Initiated In what is known as ...)-At.,J\.s.:. In the Quranlc terminology.
Allah Is ~sr.Y'..;:..~~\l,(Al-Quran 6:14), which means that He lnltiated the
creation o(the heavens and earth when nothing existed In the universe.

"He Is the originator of the heavens and the earth. When He decrees a plan, He says to
It BE and It Is."

Again It Is said:
(36:82)

.

"His law of creation Is such that when lie Intends a thing, His decree is BE and it Is."

Thus the DIVine Intentions and deCisions are In fact an Integral part of God's
process of creation. The Holy Quran has used two different words for creation. They
rather Indicate two dllTerent stages of creation, One Is ..,.,.... \ (Amr) and the other Is
~ (Khalq). Khalq means to create a new object from the existing constituents. This
Is where an object appears in Its manifest form. But prior to this, is a stage where an
object Is still In the process of 'becoming'. This p1aI'!nlng stage Is described by the Holy
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Quran as 'Alarn-e-Amr. What is the nature of this planning and how it is carried out is
beyond human comprehension. This is also described by the Holy Quran as 'Mashiyyat'
of Allah which no-body can question:
(14:27)

o ~ ::.~G ~\ 0:'g~ ...

"Allah acts according to IUs will."

Here 'will' does not mean whims and wishes. It means a set of laws.
(21:23)
"He cannot be qucstton<.."<i for Ills acts."

For example why fire has got the burning property. nobody can question. Why an
unsupported object of certain density falls to the grot~nd. nobody can question.
Thus the initiation of divine laws was absolute and unquestionable. Now the
execution of these laws is carried out within specified patterns. This is known as ......... .
lTaqdlrl:

'The divine laws are bound by certain measures." (65 : 3)

Allah has made a specific pattern for everything that exists. A mango seed shall
always grow Into a mango tree and never otherwise. This Is Its Taqdlr. Thus after the
InlUal planning. the execution of these laws has been channeHsed,
The process of emanation of these laws Is termed by the Holy Quran as ......... .
Wahl. Literally Wahl means a sharp pointer. a gUidance or a guidance by command.
This gUidance has been given to all animate and Inanimate objects In the universe. 1be
Quran says:

"He assigned to each heaven (or celestial body) Its duty and command."

About earth it is sald:(99:5)
"For that Allah w1ll have given her (the earth) U~ (Inspiration}."

The above-said verses Indicate that every Individual component of the heavens
and the earth is commanded to perfonn a specific role by means of the physical laws
assigned to them. For Instance. atoms and subatomic particles have specific structures
and specific functions which enable them to make compounds. Thus the Ionic or
nuclear bonds are being made and unmade In every nook and corner of the universe.
The energy Is released at one place and supplied at the other. Energy In one Ionn is
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being converted into another. One form of matter is being replaced byantoher. PrecIous
treasures are being shaped inside the oceans and in the depths of the earth. The solar
radiation reaches the earth and promotes photosynthesIs in the vegetable kingdom.
Innumerable other phenomena occur day and night. So many specIes of animals and
plants are being dUTerentiated. This entire performance occurs in specific patterns by
command of the Lord.
The living objects. other than man are also commanded to perform their speclftc
functions within specified patterns. A sheep always eats grass and never meat; a lion
always eats meat and never grass; a duck Goats on water and a hen walks on the
ground from the very first day of their respective births. Stmilarly a worker bee. a queen
bee and a drone all . pelform their specific roles within specific patterns. These
phenomena In the antmal kingdom are also not self-acquired. These occur by command
of the Rabb and again the word c.$~ Wahl Is used for it by the Holy guran:
.,:,

(16:68)
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"And thy lArd placed In the bee His
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(3'-, guidance."

Thus all objects In the universe receive gUidance by command of their Lord by
means of specific laws assigned to them In their respective spheres. These laws are
objective l.e.. they are not self made or self acquired; rather they are enforced from
outside.
Man is also a part and parcel of the unIverse and Is thus subject to divine laws.
But the case of man Is unique In this respect. He Is commanded by two dIfferent sets of
laws. His body is ~ontrolled by the physical laws. as in the case of all other antmals.
while hts . personality· Is controlled by laws which are not given directly to individual
human beings but are delivered to humanity as a whole. through certain persons
selected specifically for this purpose. The question arises; why thts novelty in the case
of man? For this we shall have to consider first theJeatures which distinguish manjrom
aU other creatures:-

The evolution took a dUTerent turn with the appearance of man on the earth.
Since the creation of the earth 5000 million years ago, it was only a chemical evolution;
atoms evolving into stmple Inorganic compounds and stmple inorganic compounds
giving birth to complex organic compounds. This was followed by the organic
compounds, water and minerals. reacting with one another and making possible the
origin of life on the earth. This change-over which occurred 2000 mllUon years ago.
superadded biological to chemical evolution. This continued till man appeared on the
scene. At this stage, human evolution became superadded to biological and chemical.
The holy guran calls man a distinguished creation, staling. at the same. time, the
points of distinction from other creatures as follows:(1) Man possesses 'Ruh' or 'divine energy'.

The evolutionary stages in the creation of man are described as follows:-
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Hit Is He Wh~ has made all that Is created In due proportion. And He iniUated the
creation of man from the Inorganic matter of the earth and made his progeny from an
extract of the nature of a despicable fluid. Then He fashioned him In due proportion and
breathed into him His 'ROh' and gave you· the faculties of Hearing, Sight and Mind. But
very few of you make use of these faculties."
(32:7-9)

(2) The second distinguishlng feature of man which makes him superior to all
other animals is his power of speech or the expression of thoughts by auditory and
visual means for their conveyance to others and the comprehension of the ideas of
others by means of thetr written or spoken words:

0

(55:3-4)
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"He created man. He taught him speech."

What is this Ruh or Divine energy. and how it works actually, is not within the
domain of perceptual knowledge:
~,

(17:85)0
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"And they ask thee (0 Muhammad) concerning ROh. Say: The ROh comes from the
command of thy sustainer. Of its knowledge. it Is very IItUe that is communicated to
you."

However the Ruh or Divine energy manifests itself in various ways. In human
lndivlduals It appears In a specific form which is called Najs by the Quran. All human
actions dependent on freedom of choice and will, cast their Image on Najs or Human
Personality. The Najs presents itself In an undeveloped form and has got immense
potentialities. It has the capacity to develop on the blue-prints of divine attributes. Its
potentialities become actualised by scuh human actions as are in conformity with the
divine laws. giVen to mankind through the messengers of God. He who gradually
develops the NaJs draws closer to God • i.e .. he realises and manifests divine attributes
within himself. The more the human Self is developed, the more is it capale of survival
and capable of passing on to its higher stage of evolution, after physical death of
human body. On the oth.er hand one whose actions are tn the opposite dtrecUon,
causes disintegration of Najs, i.e.. he recedes from the real and draws closer to the
unreal.

--------- _.

-----

• It may be pointed out here that in the above said verse, the preliminary stages or the
stages of prehuman creation are described in the form of a third person (~~~,... .. c1-i).But
the stage at which the mind is developed through Hearing and Sight and the ROh appeared in
man, granting him the faculty of Freedom of choice and Will, the Quran addresses man in the form
of second person( ~ J. This indicates that man reached his present state of existence,
gradually and progressively step by step. every step 1x..ing In an ascending order.
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"By the NaJs and Ita perfection, He endowed Itwlth possibilities of both integration and
disintegration. Truly he succeeds who nourtshes It and he falls who stunteth it."

The human 'NaJs' is progressive and to undergo evolution is In its nature. The
making and breaking up processes of NaJs or human personality are affected only by
those actions which are performed wtlfully and after makJng a choice. It is 'RUb' or

divine energy which confers on man the capacity to choose between right and wrong
and thus provides man the unique distinction to act freely as he chooses. The freedom
of choice and wtlJ. thus. become the directive for<;e In human evolution. which in fact is
the evolution of human personality.
We may thus conclude that man is composed of two dUTerent things. his physical
body and his personality. The makJng and breakJng up processes of human body are

controlled by the physical laws and that of the human Self is controlled by the laws
which are given to mankJnd through the messengers of God.
Let us revert to the question: why these laws are given to mankJnd through'
messengers of God and why not to Indlvldual human beings? That Is so because human
evolution Is the evolution of human 'Self. The development of human 'Self takes place
through the development. In it. of divine attributes. This In tum can take place only
through sociallMng. The more you act for the benefit of humanity. wtthin the pattern
prescribed by the dMne laws, the more you acquire the attributes of God. Thus the
development of human 'Self. being not an individual but an organisational affair.
required a central control for guidance. In order to produce a coordinated functioning of
the society. This role was taken up by the messengers of God. Hence a different way of
providing divine guidance at the human level.
The messengers of God appeared on the earth in dllIerent ages. Every time a
messenger of God came, he brought the same universal truth. explained In the manner
understandable by the people of his age. But after a lapse of time. the human self
Interests made his followers deviate from the path sho'Om by him until another
messenger came with basically the same message. This process continued until man
was mature enough to receive a complete code of Ufe appUcable for' all times to come.
This final code of life was brought by Muhammad (peace be upon him) 1400 years ago
and now it Ues safely Inside the Quran.
IMMUTABILITY OF DIVINE LAWS

The DMne laws given to mankJnd as well as to the physical world are immutable:
(6:34)
"No_body can ehange the laws of Cod".
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(30:30)
"Allah's proeess of ereation never changes,"
~,.,,,JI'

(17:77)
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"You do not find a ehange in the working of our (Divine) laws."

(35:13)

...

"So you can .1eVel" find a ehange in lh(~ working of the Divine laws."

Even a messenger of God cannot change the laws of God.
(3:127)
"(0 Messenger of God!) you are not given the authority to ehange the laws of God.

